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Abstract
Natural language undergoes significant transformation from the domain of specialized research to general news intended for
wider consumption. This transition makes the information vulnerable to misinterpretation, misrepresentation, and incorrect
attribution, all of which may be difficult to identify without adequate domain knowledge and may exist even in the presence
of explicit citations. Moreover, newswire articles seldom provide a precise correspondence between a specific claim and its
origin, making it harder to identify which claims, if any, reflect the original findings. For instance, an article stating “Flagellin
shows therapeutic potential with H3N2, known as Aussie Flu.” contains two claims (“Flagellin…H3N2,” and “H3N2, known
as Aussie Flu”) that may be true or false independent of each other, and it is prima facie unclear which claims, if any, are
supported by the cited research.We build a dataset of sentences frommedical news along with the sources from peer-reviewed
medical research journals they cite. We use these data to studywhat a general reader perceives to be true, and how to verify the
scientific source of claims. Unlike existing datasets, this captures the metamorphosis of information across two genres with
disparate readership and vastly different vocabularies and presents the first empirical study of health-related fact-checking
across them.

Keywords Natural language processing · Claim extraction · Check-worthiness · Cross-genre information retrieval ·
Fact-checking · Misinformation

1 Introduction

Health information-seeking behavior is increasingly reliant
on the Internet, with the general population trusting online
articles significantly more than other media such as radio
or television [47,70]. Thus, it is critically important that
news articles remain faithful to the medical findings they
report. Even more so because information propagated on
social media is often sourced from news coverage further
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upstream [72]. This concern has led to several qualitative and
manual assessments of medical news vis-à-vis the original
research publications [49–51,79]. In surveys where expert
panels have judged the accuracy of reports, nearly half of
all media coverage was found to be inaccurate, albeit often
due to innocuous enthusiasm [51,95]. These inaccurate state-
ments about medical information have also been attributed to
overstating risks [10,36], exaggerated claims [11], and sen-
sationalism [64,73]. Furthermore, when scientific research
makes its way out of conferences and journals into mass
media, the language in which the information is expressed
undergoes drastic changes. The general reader is unprepared
for specialist medical language comprehension [29], to the
extent that changing the language to one meant for a wider
“lay” audience has been treated as a discipline by itself [78].
So, while this change is necessary, it often results in the
conversion of highly specific and nuanced scientific claims
into what studies on scientific misinformation have termed
“sound bites” [46,60].

The reader seldom has the means to determine if the med-
ical information remains accurate after this conversion, and
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Table 1 An article citing and (mis-) quoting peer-reviewed research
while presenting medical information. General trust in the publisher
and the mere existence of the hyperlink (Bold) are powerful markers
of credibility. The reader often trusts such information without further
verification

Newswire claim

Similarly, the thyroiddrug levothyroxine should be taken “on an empty
stomach, one-half to one hour before breakfast.”

Source: www.nytimes.com/2018/09/28/well/live/drug-medication-em
pty-stomach-prescription.html Published: Sep 28, 2018 Accessed: July
14, 2020

Cited research article

Title: Comprehension of Top 200 Prescribed Drugs in the US as a
Resource for Pharmacy Teaching, Training and Practice

Source: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6025009

relies largely on the perception of credibility derived from (1)
the authority of the source and (2) the existence of references
to other external, seemingly credible, sources. This percep-
tion, however, is not always correct [95]. Table 1 shows one
such example, where in spite of the general reputation of the
news publisher and the existence of a link to an external cred-
ible source, the medical claim is entirely unsupported by that
cited source.

We introduce a dataset that leverages markers of cred-
ibility in online news articles and address the following
challenges to vetting health-related claims:

(1) Identify what is worth checking, in the specific context
of a marker, and

(2) Whether the perception provided by the marker to the
general reader is indeed true.

In Sect. 2, we discuss the markers of credibility in online
medical news and how we use them to address these two
challenges and discuss our study design and our dataset in
Sect. 3. We then present our annotations, experiments, and
findings for the two challenges in Sects. 4 and 5, respectively,
before discussing our work in the context of related technical
research in Sect. 6. Finally, we conclude with some remarks
about future avenues of research in Sect. 7.

2 Perception andmarkers of credibility

Given that perceived credibility has an immense impact on
how much the reader believes the message [58], its markers
have been studied across various disciplines. For electronic
media, and text in particular, the perception of credibility
is based largely on two factors: the authority of the author
and referrals to texts from credible external sources [15,22,
56,62]. In health-related newswire, embedded citations to

peer-reviewed research satisfy both conditions, serving as
“proximal cues” in the immediate environment that provide
markers of credibility for the reader [24,59].

Multiple studies, such as those conducted by Bråten et al.
[8] and Kolstø [32], have demonstrated that contextual mark-
ers frequently determine the credibility of the text, more so
when readers have low knowledge of the topic and are unable
to distinguish between nuanced claimsmade in technical lan-
guage. This is typical of medical news, given how difficult it
is for a non-specialist to understand the language of medical
research literature [29,92]. Thus, the mere existence of cita-
tions to peer-reviewed research amplifies the role played by
the perception of credibility, since the reader cannot easily
verify a claim by reading and understanding the cited peer-
reviewed research publication.

It is not uncommon that peer-reviewed research is cited
in medical news,1 and this facilitates our empirical study.
Given that a citation is embedded in the text of one document
(a news article), and links to another (a research publica-
tion), vetting a claim may appear to be a simple task at first.
Upon closer inspection, however, it becomes clear that there
are major challenges. First, identifying what to verify is not
obvious. Second, the language of news articles is vastly dif-
ferent from the language of medical research, so determining
if a claim is supported by the cited research is a difficult task,
akin to information retrieval and natural language entailment
across distinct genres.

2.1 Identifying what to verify

Following the guidelines of the TREC 2006 Question
Answering Track [31]—and thereafter the knowledge dis-
covery, question-answering, and summarization communi-
ties within natural language processing research (see, for
instance, Clarke et al. [13], Lin and Zhang [42], Sathiaraj
and Triantaphyllou [69])—atomic pieces of domain-specific
information are called “information nuggets.” In spite of pre-
sentingmedical findings in lay terms, newswire sentences are
often complex, containing multiple such nuggets of informa-
tion.

Moreover, there is seldom a direct correspondence
between the primary claim being reported and the linguis-
tic information in the embedded text. Some core nuggets are
perceived by the reader as being upheld by the cited research
while others play an auxiliary role.As a result,which claim(s)
to verify may be prima facie unclear. Table 2 shows four
examples illustrating some of the hurdles. Not all claims are
the primary focus, and not all claims can be verified in light of
the cited research. Further, the text spanned by the embedded
hyperlink is not necessarily the primary claim, even though

1 In our data collection, 15.3% of the articles provide such citations
(see Sect. 3).
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Table 2 Sentences with at least one primary claim worth verifying
along with embedded citations (bold). Claims unsupported by the cited
research are marked by a red asterisk (*). All sources last accessed on
May 5, 2020

(A) In a research published in the Journal of the American
Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, researchers
found that less parental warmth and having harsher home
environments can contribute to how aggressive children
become. [www.inquisitr.com/5115311/parenting-antisocial-
behavior-children]

Primary: less parental … become

Auxiliary: research published in …Psychiatry

(B) Flaxseed fiber reportedly helps balance cholesterol levels and
lower blood pressure, among other benefits. [www.
medicalnewstoday.com/articles/324604]

Primary: (a) Flaxseed fiber… cholesterol

(b) Flaxseed fiber helps… pressure

Auxiliary: Flaxseed fiber has other benefits (*)

(C) Health workers have been using a vaccine made by Merck,
which has been shown in field testing to potentially reduce
infection rates, and showed some success during the last
outbreak in DRC. [https://time.com/5426847/democratic-
republic-congo-ebola-
outbreak/time.com/5426847/democratic-republic-congo-
ebola-outbreak]

Primary: The vaccine … reduce infection rates

Auxiliary: (a) The vaccine is made by Merck (*)

(b) It showed some success … DRC

(D) Some experts say they can enhance cognitive function and
boost problem-solving abilities, while other researchers point
out that gamers have sedentary lifestyles and can experience
mental health issues.

[www.mentalfloss.com/article/523460/excessive-gaming-
might-soon-be-recognized-official-disorder]

Primary: (a) gaming can … cognitive function

(b) gaming … problem-solving abilities

(c) gamers have sedentary lifestyles

(d) gamers … mental health issues

it is intended to serve as a credibility marker for that specific
primary claim. For example, in (A), the citation is embedded
into the location, while the reader perceives it as a credibility
marker for the claim presented in the clausal complement. In
many cases, identifying what information to check is further
obscured because the choice of the text span may not have
a clear pattern even within a single sentence, as shown in
(D). There, the first embedded citation spans the verb and
direct object of one claim while being intended as a marker
for two claims, and the second citation spans the action of the
“researchers”while being amarker for two additional claims.
Syntactic complexities such as shared subjects—“Flaxseed
fiber” in (B) and “gamers” in (D)—further add to the com-
plexity.

2.2 Defining what to verify, and how

Whether or not a specific piece of information isworth check-
ing for veracity is based on its perceived importance and
debates abound regarding how much of it is a conscious
process [85]. Regardless, studies support the subjectivity
inherent in answering the question:

2.2.1 Is this piece of information worth checking?

Hanto and Tostrup [25] observe the answer to have higher
disagreement across people from different backgrounds and
age-groups. Their observations suggest that while those
with domain knowledge might view something as common
sense, others could find it worth checking.2 Similarly, Kon-
stantinovskiy et al. [33] find that check-worthiness of an
information nugget is subjective and highly dependent on the
context. They decouple the identification of information from
its importance and its domain, such as “crime” or “health”
(ibid. p. 6). Our work, on the other hand, is already specific to
“health,” and the context is entirely characterized by the cita-
tions. Further details of our annotation process are provided
in Sect. 3.
Annotating nuggets of information should, of course, also
answer the question

2.2.2 Can this piece of information be checked?

Starting with classical accounts in the philosophy of science,
verification has been based on the dictum that a statement
is upheld by empirical observations [18, p. 121], and the
observations are themselves “independent of any subjective
interpretation” [23]. However, in the rush to provide scal-
able fact-checking, relatively less attention has been paid to
the quality, authority, or extent of the encyclopedic knowl-
edge used. Fact-checking endeavors largely use public data
while trusting the judgment of fact-checkers—automated or
human—about the choice of evidence [26,27,65,81,88].

Qualitative research in philosophy and journalism had
been critical of this due to potential epistemological bias
[28,83]. This is especially pertinent for medical information,
since public knowledge bases are known to be incomplete or
inaccurate [34,35,45], and contradictory findings are plen-
tiful [52]. Thus, the selection of observations is critical in
establishing the veracity of a claim.3 In newswire report-

2 Hanto and Tostrup [25, p. 117] illustrate this with examples like
“Norge har en lang kyst, og det tar minst tre døgn å seile den kys-
ten fra ende tilannen.” (“Norway has a long coast, and it will take at
least three days to sail from one end to the other.”)—a statement deemed
check-worthy by people with a background in the humanities, but not
by those from the natural sciences.
3 Since no feasible fact-checker can claim to have investigated every
datumpublicly available, the final verdict—in the true sense ofBayesian
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ing medical research, however, the use of hyperlinks as
markers of credibility precludes navigating these difficult
issues. Checking a claim naturally reduces to verifying it
with respect to the authoritative context of the peer-reviewed
publication explicitly cited by the author making the claim.4

The next natural question in our pursuit is thus, how to check
a piece of information. We explain this next, through our
study design.

3 Study design and dataset description

Earlier works in identifying check-worthy claims were at the
granularity of entire sentences [5,26,54,81]. In contrast, our
study identifies specific nuggets of information from within
a sentence (which may contain multiple such pieces). In the
domain we investigate, the sentences are often longer and
syntactically more complex. Figure 1 compares the distribu-
tion of the size of sentences in our medical newswire dataset
to two otherwell-known fact-checking datasets, FEVER [81]
and CLEF-2019 CheckThat! [5]. Furthermore, we seek to
extract those claims that appear to be supported by a cita-
tion and can indeed be verified on that basis. With this as the
backdrop, we break down the problem into a pipeline with
two components:

(1) Extraction of check-worthy claims from sentences in
medical newswire on the basis of perceived external sup-
port of peer-reviewed research, and

(2) Cross-genre claim verification across newswire andmed-
ical research literature.

An auxiliary goal in the first step is to understand whether
the existence of multiple claims (along with their markers of
credibility) in a single sentence makes information extrac-
tion harder. While this is not the focus of our work, and the
findings may not be applicable to different kinds of markers,
the experiments are nevertheless designed to shed some light
on this matter.

3.1 Data collection

Given the dearth of empirical studies of medical fact-
checking on the basis of specific context from research, we
start by building a new dataset. Using theMediaRank project

confirmation—may very well depend on what and how much was con-
sidered as evidence. For a critique, we point the reader to the discussion
of “underdetermination” [75].
4 This aligns with the journalistic ethos of fact-checking organizations.
For example, www.factcheck.org/our-process/: “The burden is on the
person or organization making the claim to provide the evidence to
support it.” [Accessed: May 5, 2020].

Fig. 1 Compared to other fact-checking datasets (FEVER [81] and
CLEF-2019 CheckThat! [5]), sentences in medical newswire are long
and complex, often positioning the primary claim(s) within a larger
context of other information

[96], we obtain 6,000 news articles from the “Health” cat-
egory of Google News during April 2018 and augment this
with the top 25 RSS feeds in the “Health and Healthy Liv-
ing” category5 from November 2018 through April 2019 to
get over 34,000 news articles. To exclude articles that do not
cite peer-reviewed research, we filter out those without any
links to the domains among the top science publications on
Alexa or the Wikipedia list of medical journals.6,7 A further
filtering due to paywalls yields 6,195 articles from the ini-
tial collection of 40,516 (15.3%). Finally, we remove cases
that require anaphora resolution across sentences, since that
would introduce significant errors of its own (see Lee et al.
[38]). The final dataset comprises 5116 sentences. Of these,
4882, 174, and 60 sentences have 1, 2, and 3 embedded cita-
tions, respectively.

3.2 Data annotation

After collecting these data, we first carry out an annotation
task to obtain ground truth about what is perceived as ver-
ifiable and check-worthy. In this work, it is crucial for the
ground truth to reflect how a reader of medical information
from news articles, who is not a domain expert, perceives
the claimsmade in such articles, along with the provided evi-
dence. In some recentwork, crowdsourcing studies have been
conducted on medical information to compare the quality of
annotation with expert-labeling. These studies—Roitero et
al. [67], among others—are based on medical information
that is already presented in “lay” terminology.

The annotation in this work, however, has a twofold
requirement: (i) general reading comprehension of medical

5 https://blog.feedspot.com/healthy_living_rss_feeds.
6 www.alexa.com/topsites/category/Top/Science/Publications.
7 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_medical_journals.
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Table 3 Annotations on
medical newswire claims
perceived as verifiable and
check-worthy, showing the
number of sentences with
dis/agreements. The two main
types of disagreements in
sentences with only one
embedded hyperlink (bold) to
peer-reviewed research are over
the (1) inclusion of the
post-modifier and (2) scope of
the primary claim itself

No. of embedded citations in a
sentence

Total

1 2 3

Annotators agree 4757 151 51 4959
Annotators disagree 125 23 9 157
Disagreement (%) 2.56 13.22 15.00 3.07

(1) This may help to prevent delay sarcopenia, which is the decline of
skeletal muscle tissue with aging

Annotator 1: “This may … with aging” (inclusion of complex post-
modifier of sarcopenia)

Annotator 2: “This may … sarcopenia”

(2) Your body starts a fever because the flu virus doesn’t grow as well
at high temperatures, and some immune cells actually work better.

Annotator 1: “body starts… temperatures” (causality perceived as the
primary check-worthy claim)

Annotator 2: “flu virus … temperatures” (only the effect perceived as
the primary check-worthy claim)

research language and (ii) a lack of expertise in the biomedi-
cal sciences. The first requirement precludes annotators with
less than university-level education [92].As such, controlling
for both the amount and the domain of education becomes
important. The importance of these two factors in the annota-
tion quality of complex tasks has been demonstrated byKazai
et al. [30]. Their work also finds that for complex tasks, the
age-group of annotators is strongly correlated with the anno-
tation quality, with the best quality provided by those who
are 20–30 years old.

Taking all these factors into account, we choose three non-
medical graduate students to work independently based on
an annotation guideline document. The annotators are also
first tested on sample data for quality assurance of the main
annotation task. Furthermore, the information verification
labeling is doneon a5-pointLikert scale (described inSect. 5)
instead of a hard binary labeling, thereby making the task
more tolerant toward annotator differences.

Our annotations are carried out using the brat tool [76],
and each sentence provided to the annotators is supplemented
by (1) the text segments corresponding to the embedded
hyperlinks in a sentence, e.g., “balance cholesterol” from
Table 2 (B), and (2) the citation URL. They are asked tomark
only those claims that they perceive as being verifiable on the
basis of the cited publication, and specify which hyperlink
offers the perception of support for the claim. Since our data
comprise sentences with at most three embedded citations,
this specification is 1, 2, or 3. In the event that the perception is
unverifiable, the annotation assigns a special value, no_info.
In 339 sentences, this value is assigned because a hyperlink
takes the reader to an article entirely about the publication
venue or the author(s), instead of a peer-reviewed article pre-
senting the medical information reported in newswire.

We achieve excellent inter-annotator agreement, as shown
in Table 3. There are disagreements in only 157 out of the
5,116 sentences (3.07%). A breakdown reveals that disagree-
ments increase substantially to 13.22% and 15% when the
annotators are given sentences with two and three embed-
ded hyperlinks, respectively—a potential indication that the
inclusion of multiple cues within a single sentence makes
it difficult for readers to distill the claims and their cor-
responding evidence. An analysis of our empirical results
corroborates this as well (see Sect. 4.2). Table 3 also illus-
trates two main types of inter-annotator disagreement in
syntactically complex sentences, due to either a difference
over the scope of the primary claim or the inclusion of post-
modifiers.

3.3 Dataset description

The final dataset consists of 4959 sentences obtained from
2828 unique newswire articles published across 304 news
agencies. It is not uncommon for an article to cite multiple
research publications, and a majority of the citations in our
dataset are to peer-reviewed medical research publications
on PubMed. The distribution of citations over the sources is
shown in Fig. 2.

The citations in newswire data are present as embedded
hyperlinks. The position of these hyperlinks within the sen-
tence does not follow any discernible pattern, but there is a
slight preference to embed the link in the first half of a sen-
tence, exhibited by 64% sentences in our dataset. In Fig. 3,
we provide a more comprehensive picture of the relation
between the sentences in our dataset and the check-worthy
claims and hyperlinks within those sentences. Even though
the sentences are long (as are many check-worthy claims in
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Fig. 2 Distribution of citations over publication sources. Only top ten
shown for brevity, including “others”

Fig. 3 The distribution of sentence lengths, lengths of the embedded
hyperlink text spans, and the length of the check-worthy claims

those sentences), the embedded hyperlink rarely spans more
than four words, resulting in the sharp peak.

Finally, before delving into the first component of our
pipeline, we contrast two word clouds in Fig. 4, showing the
prevalence of redundant words in newswire sentences that
contain important medical information. Without the extrac-
tion of check-worthy claims from within these sentences,
claim verification is likely to suffer due to the frequent occur-
rence of boilerplate terms like “published,” “found,” “study,”
etc.

4 Check-worthy claim extraction

The problem of extracting check-worthy claims from
newswire sentences is devised as a sequence labeling task. To
serve as the baseline model, we fine-tune pretrained BERT
embeddings on our task—which can be done by adding just

one output layer [17]. For this, we train for five epochs with
a batch size of 32. The maximum sequence length and the
learning rate are set to 128 and 5 × 10−5, respectively. We
then use the Flair framework [2] with the BiLSTM + CRF
architecture (Fig. 5) for token classification, motivated by its
success in flat named entity recognition tasks [77].

Our experiments are categorized into the use of three
types of word embeddings. First, we use two classical pre-
trained word embeddings: the general GloVe model [57]
and BioNLP [61] trained on PubMed articles and Wikipedia
text. Second, we use contextual word embeddings—Flair
[1], and two pretrained models based on BERT’s architec-
ture, RoBERTa [44] and BioBERT [37]. Thus, with both
the contextual and the classical models, our experiments
cover generic embeddings as well as domain-specific ones.
Third, for stacked embeddings, we test GloVe + RoBERTa,
BioBERT + RoBERTa, and BioBERT + Flair. Finally, predi-
cated on the idea that the piece of text onto which a hyperlink
is embedded may be especially significant, we add the posi-
tional information of the hyperlink by adding [±1] for each
token, depending on whether or not the token is in that piece
of text. Since we have no need for nested representations,
all the data are tagged using the BIO (acronym for “begin-
ning, inside, outside”) scheme, proposed first by Ramshaw
and Marcus [63] for phrase chunking tasks.

For all our experiments, we discard the 157 sentences on
which annotators disagreed (see Table 3). Our investigation
is then divided into

D1: a collection of the remaining 4,757 sentences with a sin-
gle citation, and

D2: the above collection, plus the sentences with multiple
citations.

In the latter, a sentence with multiple hyperlinks is present
multiple times, once per citation. Thus, a sentence with two
embedded hyperlinks (Table 2 (B), for example) appears
twice, as

(1) Flaxseed fiber reportedly helps balance cholesterol levels and

lower blood pressure, …

Fig. 4 Prominent words (size proportional to a word’s frequency) in
a complete sentences containing check-worthy claims, and b check-
worthy claims alone
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Fig. 5 The BiLSTM+CRF architecture, with pretrained word embed-
dings serving as the input

Table 4 Training, development, and test sets for claim–extraction.D1:
sentences with a single embedded citation, andD2: sentences with mul-
tiple citations are included, but repeated with one citation per copy

Number of sentences

D1 D2

Training 3550 3868

Development 627 695

Test 580 549

Total 4757 5212

(2) Flaxseed fiber reportedly helps balance cholesterol levels and

lower blood pressure, …

In both cases, the data are divided into training, development,
and test sets (Table 4). Each model (other than the baseline)
has two hidden LSTM layers, each with 256 features, and
we use identical hyperparameters across the board for mini-
batch gradient descent, as follows: a learning rate of 0.1,
batch size of 32, and with the maximum number of epochs
set to 60.

Table 5 reports the precision, recall, and F1 score8. We
present (1) a strict evaluation, where a prediction is counted
as a true positive if and only if the boundaries are an exact
matchwith the ground truth, and (2) a somewhat relaxed eval-
uation, where incorrect inclusion or exclusion of surrounding
punctuation is ignored.

4.1 A discussion and analysis of the results

We choose BERT as the baseline due to its state-of-the-art
performance reported by Zuo et al. [99] in the check-

8 The precise definitions we follow are in accordance with the conven-
tion set by the CoNLL-2003 shared task on named entity recognition
[82].

Table 5 Claim extraction results on the test set (models marked with
∗ use the position embedding), showing the Precision, Recall, and
F1. Pretrained BERT fine-tuned on the training set, but without the
BiLSTM-CRF layer, serves as the baseline (marked with b)

Embedding Strict Relaxed

P R F1 P R F1

D2

Classical pretrained embeddings

GloVe∗ 70.0 68.7 69.3 71.1 70.3 71.0

BioNLP∗ 71.9 68.2 70.0 73.9 70.2 72.0

Contextual embeddings

Flair∗ 77.5 74.2 75.8 78.2 75.0 76.6

RoBERTa∗ 78.5 75.1 76.8 79.3 75.9 77.5

BioBERT∗ 79.8 74.7 77.1 80.4 75.3 77.8

Stacked embeddings

Glove+RoBERTa∗ 79.4 75.1 77.2 80.2 75.9 78.0

BioBERT+RoBERTa∗ 79.0 76.0 77.5 79.6 76.6 78.1

BioBERT+Flair∗ 78.7 77.4 78.0 79.6 78.3 78.9

D1

BERTb 72.3 80.7 76.3 73.7 81.7 77.5

Glove 72.8 74.4 73.6 74.5 76.1 75.2

GloVe∗ 73.6 73.7 73.6 75.1 75.3 75.2

RoBERTa 79.9 81.1 80.5 81.1 82.4 81.7

RoBERTa∗ 82.1 81.5 81.8 83.1 82.5 82.8

BioBERT+Flair∗ 83.9 83.2 83.6 84.6 83.9 84.3

The best results are in bold

worthiness task of the CLEF-2018 CheckThat! Lab [54],
and find that on D1, it has good recall, but poor precision.
Thus, even though it outperforms all other classical word
embeddings, it will very likely harm subsequent verification
by providing claims that were not intended as verifiable with
respect to the cited research. In terms of precision and F1
score, the contextual and stacked embeddings perform better.
This is unsurprising, given BERT’s performance on similar
tasks when the sentences have complex syntax [99, p. 281].

In line with the evaluation methodology in other sequence
labeling tasks [41,43], we use approximate randomization of
the paired t test [97] to determine statistically significant
changes, and reject the null hypothesis if p ≥ 0.05 across
100 trials.

Adding the hyperlink’s position to the BiLSTM-CRF net-
work leads to a marginal performance benefit across all
models, but this improvement is not statistically significant.
The benefits of non-strict evaluation are not statistically sig-
nificant either, indicating that in general, the errors may not
be attributed to incorrect inclusion/exclusion of surrounding
punctuation.

In an attempt to capture the performance of the vari-
ous models across general and domain-specific embeddings
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while maintaining brevity, we report a subset of the models
forD2 inTable 5. The stacked embeddingofBioBERT+Flair
achieves significantly better performance over the baseline.
Relative to other contextual embeddings such as RoBERTa,
however, the benefits of stacking a domain-specific embed-
ding are marginal.

4.2 Error analysis

Over 32% of the errors were caused by minor differences
such as the inclusion of adverbs and conjunctions (e.g.,
“also,” “even”) as part of the claim. A fourth of the errors
were Type I errors where semantically similar words from a
different part of the sentence were mistakenly identified as a
claim worth verifying based on the citations. Another 30%
were Type II errors, a large fraction of which were due to
only the post-modifiers being identified as the claim while
mistakenly excluding the primary entity.

We also find that in spite of the relatively low number
of sentences with more than one citation (4.57% of the
total dataset), their inclusion causes a statistically significant
drop in the performance of every model. Analogously, the
inclusion of sentences with two citations had immediately
increased the inter-annotator disagreement rate from 2.56%
to 13.22%.

Thus, even though state-of-the-art contextual embeddings
perform well in this task with just one marker (i.e., a single
embedded hyperlink to peer-reviewed research) in a sen-
tence, identifying concrete claims worth verifying on the
basis of multiple such markers is, in general, a difficult task
and may not be obvious even for human readers.

5 Cross-genre claim verification

In this work, it is reasonable to limit the scope of information
verification to the abstract of a peer-reviewed research publi-
cation, under the assumption that an abstract is summarizes
its main findings. As such, we collect the abstracts instead of
the entire publications. Since nearly half the citations in our
data collection are not open access, this is arguably a better
representation of what the general reader finds readily avail-
able for verification. To study whether the claim identified in
the news article is, indeed, supported by the cited research,
we form claim–abstract pairs and then split the abstract into
its sentences, obtaining a set of claim–sentence pairs.

The first step is to obtain ground truth. For the claim–
sentence pairs, the following triple serves as the input for
an annotator: a newswire sentence n, a specific claim c in
that sentence, and a sentence s from the abstract of the cited
research publication. The task itself is to score each triple
(n, c, s) on the 5-point Likert-type scale shown in Table 6.
We opt for this, instead of a binary true-or-false rating, in

Table 6 Likert-type rating scale used in the annotation task for cross-
genre claim verification

Score Relation between the sentence from the abstract of the cited
research publication (s) and the claim from the news article (c)

1 s and c are completely unrelated, no inference is possible

2 s Does not describe the same event as c, but there are shared
entities (usually, some relevant properties of those entities are
being described)

3 s Does not describe the same event as c, but c may still be
inferred from s (typically based on expert domain-knowledge)

4 s Contains some of the information in c, but some details are
missing and may possibly be inferred (typically based on
expert domain-knowledge)

5 s Contains all the information in c, and thus, c can be
immediately inferred from s

response to the nuanced picture of science misinformation
discussed in notable prior work [29,71]. Our initial inspec-
tion, too, showed that a binary labeling would be a gross
oversimplification of the problem.

Verifying claims presented in specialized medical lan-
guage is a grueling task for non-specialists, so we proceed
with the ground truth on a subset of the collection D1,
comprising 1,652 triples (corresponding to 203 unique cita-
tions). Two raters work independently to create ground-truth
scores for the claim–sentence pairs9. The claim–abstract
pairs are labeled as supported, unsupported, or uncertain. To
obtain these labels, we employ a third reviewer with domain-
knowledge to adjudicate in case of disagreements. Instead of
simply labeling the abstracts vis-à-vis the claims, we design
our experiments first at the granularity of sentences to offer
some explainability to our models.

5.1 A heuristic approach to labeling

Before diving into themain study,wediscuss a natural heuris-
tic for assigning one of three categories to a claim–abstract
pair. This follows immediately from the claim–sentence
scores:

1. The claim is supported by the research if the highest score
assigned is 5.

2. The claim is unsupported by the research if the highest
score assigned is 1 or 2.

3. If the highest score assigned is 3 or 4, the annotators are
uncertain if the claim may be inferred from the research
findings. These may require clarifications from a domain
expert.

9 Strictly speaking, the triple (n, c, s) is scored, but the newswire sen-
tence n only provides context to the rater and plays no role in offering
scientific support to the claim c. So, we refer to this as the score for the
claim–sentence pair (c, s).
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Fig. 6 The distribution of scores indicating how well a claim from
newswire is supported by (1) a specific sentence from the abstract of
the cited peer-reviewed research, and (2) the entire abstract of that pub-
lication

We assign the mean of the scores given by both annotators
to each claim–sentence pair, and the aggregate of this value
over all the sentences in an abstract is taken as a measure of
how well the claim c is supported by the abstract of the cited
peer-reviewed research.

5.2 Annotation results and implications

We measure the consistency of the annotation using the
weighted kappa coefficient κw [14] and achieve a high inter-
rater agreement (κw = 0.916). In the 1652 claim–sentence
pairs, there were 157 cases where the raters differed, and
in each case, they differed by unit score. It is worth noting
that, had the raters differed wildly, the heuristic proposed to
score claim–abstract pairs would not bemeaningful. Figure 6
shows the distributions of the claim–sentence scores and the
heuristic-based claim–abstract scores.

On the sentences where both raters agree, these scores
have positive and negative skewness (0.438 and −0.270),
respectively. This observation of a positive skew is expected
for sentences, since even if an abstract supports a claim, a
majority of its constituent sentences will not, just by itself,
entail the claim.

The relatively low negative skew of the distribution of
the claim–abstract pair scores has unexpected implications,
however. Only 27.09% of all claim–abstract pairs were given
the highest score of 5 by both raters, which rises to 36.95%
if we consider the highest score given by at least one rater.
On the other hand, 7.39% got a score of 2 or lower (unsup-
ported). Given that these are newswire articles that explicitly
cite supporting research, this is a surprisingly high number
(and rises to over 10% if we include cases where at least one
rater thought the cited research does not support the claim).
We can also posit that the existence of these citations does not

Table 7 Pairs of (1) a claim (italics) perceived by readers as being
supported by a cited research, and (2) a sentence from the cited research

(A) High protein intake can have mixed results for people with type
2 diabetes

Substituting 5% energy intake from vegetable protein for animal
protein was associated with a 23% (95%CI: 16, 30) reduced risk
of T2D.

(B) Split-squats had the highest impact on the gluteusmaximus, com-
pared with deadlifts and good-mornings

Hamstringswere loaded isometrically during good-mornings but
dynamically during deadlifts.

(C) Imbalance in intestinal bacteriamay cause the inflammation that
occurs in people with UC

It is believed that genetic factors, host immune system disor-
ders, intestinal microbiota dysbiosis, and environmental factors
contribute to the pathogenesis of UC

spontaneously offer a means of verification for the general
reader, since a little over half (53.69%) the claims left the
raters uncertain, likely requiring further explanations from
domain experts. (These correspond to the scores 3 and 4 in
Table 6.)

The scores also indicate that if there is an accurate model
to discriminate between supported and unsupported claims,
the volume of work for manual fact-checking will reduce
by at least a third. Medical domain experts are expensive
to employ and are often pressed for time. Thus, there are
significant benefits to building such a system for medical
information presented in newswire. This provides yet another
impetus for our technical experiments (shown in Sect. 5.4).

5.3 A qualitative analysis of disagreements

The most conspicuous inter-rater disagreements are due to
the presence of specific partial information in a sentence,
while the claim itself is rather general (e.g., Table 7 (A)). In
conjunction with several other sentences, however, the sum
of these pieces of information does, indeed, entail the claim.
There are 48 such cases in our data, and the two raters differ
in assigning a score of 3 or 4 to these claim–sentence pairs.
On the other hand, disagreements between a score of 2 and 3
lead to 52 pairs having different scores. These differences are
mostly caused by the presence of common entities between
the claim and the sentence, while at the same time, the lan-
guage is such that inferring (or rejecting) the claim requires
specialized domain knowledge, as shown with example (B)
in Table 7.

Similarly, 41 claim–sentence pairs differed in getting a
score of 4 or 5 from two annotators. This was often traced to
both raters having an adequate understanding of the medical
entities, but being unsure of a biologic process in that spe-
cific context. Table 7 (C) is an exemplary case: One rater was
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Table 8 Size of the training, development, and test sets for cross-genre
(newswire and medical research literature) verification of claims

Number of claim–abstract pairs

Supported Unsupported Uncertain Total

Training 28 7 45 80

Development 15 3 23 41

Test 25 6 51 82

Total 68 16 119 203

unsure if “inflammation” can be inferred from “pathogene-
sis,” even though the rater knew the meaning of both terms
in a general sense. In this particular example, the presence
of linguistic hedging (“may” in the claim and “it is believed”
in the sentence) aligns perfectly with the fact that inflamma-
tion is implicated in pathogenesis, but not a certainty. Thus,
a score of 5 is appropriate.

5.4 Experiments and evaluation

Predicting the score of a claim–sentence pair is formulated
as regression learning with target set [1, 5] aligned with
the Likert-type scale. We use three pretrained models with
Transformers [91]: BERT, BioBERT, and XLNet [94]. Given
that a claim will bear some semantic similarity to the evi-
dence supporting it [4,48], we fine-tune the three models on
the semantic textual similarity (STS) benchmark [12]. For
domain-specific knowledge, we also then fine-tune them on
the MedSTS dataset [89].

We use an identical set of hyperparameters to train all
models with mini-batch gradient descent: a batch size of 32,
maximum sequence length of 128 tokens, and a learning rate
of 2 × 10−5. The number of epochs is varied from 3 to 40
and chosen based on the minimizing the mean squared error
(MSE) on the development set. Table 8 shows the split into
training, development, and test sets.

The rankingmodels are evaluated in terms of theirMSEon
the test set. Keeping with the evaluations on prior semantic
similarity tasks, we also report Pearson’s correlation coef-
ficient (PCC) between a model’s predictions and human
judgment. We then plug their predictions into the heuris-
tic approach (Sect. 5.1), with the rounding function f (x) =
1
2 �2x�, where x denotes the regression model’s output. We
report the micro-averaged accuracy, and given the class
imbalance between the three labels, also the weighted aver-
age of precision, recall, and F1 (Table 9).

5.5 Discussion and analysis

Tuning BERT embeddings on the STS andMedSTS datasets
did not improve the MSE. BioBERT, which is pretrained on

Table 9 Claim–verification results, with the models fine-tuned further
on STS (∗) and MedSTS (†), evaluating the ranking of sentences in a
cited research by the mean squared error (MSE) and Pearson correla-
tion coefficient (PCC). The subsequent classification results Precision,
Recall, F1, Accuracy) are shown in italics

MSE PCC P R F1 Acc

BERT 0.865 0.506 59.8 62.2 59.1 62.2

BERT∗ 0.851 0.536 57.4 58.5 57.0 58.5

BERT∗† 0.832 0.540 57.3 57.3 55.4 57.3

BioBERT 0.518 0.729 68.8 69.5 69.1 69.5

BioBERT∗ 0.491 0.743 80.1 80.5 80.2 80.5

BioBERT∗† 0.490 0.743 79.0 79.3 79.0 79.3

XLNet 0.646 0.663 64.2 63.4 61.4 63.4

XLNet∗ 0.522 0.744 66.5 62.2 63.0 62.2

XLNet∗† 0.489 0.748 69.8 67.1 67.6 67.1

Significant results are highlighted in bold

medical corpora, performs significantly better. In this case,
fine-tuning on STS leads to mild improvements, but fur-
ther tuning on MedSTS does not. When fine-tuned on both
the STS and MedSTS datasets, the best sentence-ranking
results are achieved by XLNet. Here, the best results of
BioBERT and XLNet are very similar. The difference, how-
ever, lies in that while BioBERT performs well largely due
to its domain-specific pretraining, XLNet achieves compa-
rable performance through fine-tuning on a relatively small
amount of domain-specific information. Our findings align
with prior results on the STS benchmark [94, pp. 7–8] and
underscore how entailment is cued by similarity, even across
genres with rather distinct vocabularies.

One might ask, are the standard measures of semantic
similarity sufficient to understand cross-genre entailment?
A quick glance only at the results of the regression task may
be misleading, since both XLNet and the domain-specific
embedding, BioBERT, perform similarly upon tuning with
the two benchmark datasets. There is a stark difference in
claim–abstract classification results, however, largely due
to XLNet consistently assigning higher scores to claim–
sentence pairs than BioBERT. This leads to XLNet labeling
many claim–abstract pairs as supported, while human read-
ers perceived them as uncertain (Fig. 7).

Further, when claims contain information relayed in
common terms, every model increasingly fails to identify
“unsupported” claims. In such cases, the claim is highly simi-
lar to several sentences in the research abstract.Medical facts
expressed using complex domain-specific terms remain unaf-
fected by this behavior.

We specifically investigate the six cases in our test set
where the claim is decidedly not supported by the cited
research. Both BioBERT and XLNet, when fine-tuned on
STS and MedSTS, succeed in all but one datum. Thus, our
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Fig. 7 BioBERT and XLNet (both fine-tuned on STS and MedSTS
benchmarks) results, showing the percentage of true labels classified
across the three categories

models are capable of learning a general readers perception of
citations that seem to offer no support to the presented claim.
This, however, does not cover a mistake where the link is
clearly incorrect (as we illustrated with Table 1). To investi-
gate whether such mistakes can be accurately detected, we
randomly pair claims with abstracts (minus the correct cita-
tion). Of these 203 incorrect citations, our best model fails
only onone.Most claim–sentence pairswere assigned a score
less than two.

5.6 Limitations and future work

Being the first cross-genre study on information verification
for medical news obtained directly from research findings,
we hope this study opens up a pathway into further research in
this direction. The work presented here is necessarily limited
to the scope of a single publication, but opens up questions
that warrant further and deeper investigations.

Since nearly half the cited research publications are not
open access, our confinement to information verification
with respect to the abstracts is arguably a reasonable ini-
tial approximation of what a general reader often faces if and
when wanting to verify a claim. While our approach is in
line with a large body earlier work on information extrac-
tion from medical corpora—e.g., knowledge discovery from
Medline abstracts [84], or the creation of knowledge bases
from abstracts for potential downstream use [87]—the use of
abstracts instead of entire articles leaves out the possibility
that secondary findings not mentioned in an abstract might
be reported in newswire. It also raises questions about what
details of a study, and to what extent, can possibly be gleaned
fromabstracts alone. In spite of this limitation,we believe our
work—much like the earlier body of research done based on
abstracts alone—can still find real utility in future research in
cross-genre misinformation detection. Moreover, our techni-
cal strategy can already be extended to full research articles,
by splitting the article into sentence chunks, and conducting
the same sentence-level analysis as discussed in this work.

Theuse of annotatorsmay lead to a secondpath of research
based on our work. We have used graduate students with no
formal medical training in order to mimic a cohort that con-
trols for age, level of education, and domain of education.Our
choices have been guided by the findings of crowdsourcing
studies on complex tasks as well as reading comprehen-
sion studies specifically on medical research articles [30,92].
Other studies, as done by Roitero et al. [67], have shown that
annotations on medical information done by non-experts are
comparable to those done by experts. But these studies have
used data that are already expressed using common terminol-
ogy. It remains to be seen if similar results are true formedical
research language as well. Kazai et al. [30] have also demon-
strated that the geographic location and personality type of
annotators also have a significant impact on annotation qual-
ity. Exploring how information verification is influenced by
the various traits of the annotators is beyond the scope of our
current work, but we hope that our discussion here kindles
further research along this avenue.

6 Related technical work

In Sect. 2, we presented a discussion of prior research on the
psychological aspects of trust and credibility of information.
Independent of that approach, there has been considerable
amount of work in natural language processing, even purely
from a computational standpoint, aimed at the detection of
misrepresentation of information, or fake news. Here, we
present a brief overview of this body of work.

6.1 Coarse fact-checking based on perception

Scientists in various fields—medical research in particular—
have decried the misrepresentation of their work in news
[71,95]. Despite this, a majority of the research on fact-
checking has focused on general knowledge or political
narratives. Some rely on fact-checkers who assign a gen-
eral rating to a Web site in its entirety based on an aggregate
perception of bias and credibility [55]. As we have shown
throughout this work, medical fact-checking cannot afford
to depend on such perceptions. As to social consequences
of misinformation, it is the reader immersed in information
consumption whose perception ultimately matters, and this
is best understood via ground truth from “lay” readers of
news. Various tasks and approaches have been constructed
along this line, and multiple datasets have also been put forth
[21,27,54,80,81,88].

Neither identifying a claim nor verifying it have, how-
ever, been tackled at a granularity finer than entire sentences.
Since support may vary across different components of a
single sentence, there is a need to distill these nuggets of
information.
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6.2 Fact-checking with encyclopedic knowledge

Verifying information usually requires external knowledge,
and the choice of knowledge may critically affect the
perceived veracity of information (Sect. 2.2). Particularly
for medical information, knowledge bases (KBs) like
Wikipedia—as well as domain-specific ones like UMLS—
are incomplete and inaccurate even for not so new infor-
mation [6,35]. Moreover, when novel findings are first
disseminated through news, these KBs do not contain that
information. Thus, dependence on such KBs or even fact-
checking Web sites [53,81,86] is not suitable for verifying
new medical information in newswire. Instead, verification
straight from a direct authority becomes necessary.

In our work, this authority is marked by a citation, con-
necting newswire to the medical research literature. There is
no prior computational work on fact-checking across these
genres, but an ad rem comparison to argumentation mining
is in order.

6.3 Argumentationmining from text

Given a discourse structure such as persuasive essays or
domain-specific texts like Wikipedia articles, claims can be
extracted with promising accuracy [20,66]. There is some
work in identifying claims across domains as well. For exam-
ple, Rosenthal and McKeown [68] use relatively similar
data stemming from social media to connect claims in blogs
to Wikipedia discussions. Others have used discourse-level
models across domains [3,16], but the models used in these
studies are highly dependent on the genres and do not trans-
late other types of texts [74]. Dusmanu et al. [19] approach
cross-genre fact-checking by connecting claims made in
Twitter to their news sources. Their work, however, uses a
mix of explicit citations with other tweets.

Furthermore, the above body of work remains limited to
mining claims at the coarser granularity of sentences, tweets,
or entire articles. A few (notably Levy et al. [39] and Levy
et al. [40]) delve into claim extraction from complex sen-
tences, but without further investigations into other domains
or genres.

6.4 Fake news detection in health-related claims

With the rise of the COVID-19 pandemic, a few datasets
about misinformation specifically related to COVID-19 have
been put forth. For example, Brennen et al. [9] identify some
main types, sources, and claims of such COVID-19 misin-
formation, using a sample of 225 claims to demonstrate the
diversity in false claims.

Within this body, Zhou et al. [98] present data across two
different genres—news and Twitter, somewhat in the spirit
of our cross-genre data. Their work, however, is on combat-

ing the spread of false claims. To this end, they collect 2,029
news articles alongwith 140,028 tweets to analyze the spread
of those articles on social media, and build models to pre-
dict the credibility of a claim made in Twitter by using the
credibility of news sources. Indeed, a majority of the prior
work in pandemic-relatedmisinformation relies on perceived
credibility of a source, instead of verifying with respect to a
specific scientific authority.

7 Conclusion

In his prescient and widely celebrated critical work, The
Image, historian Daniel Boorstin writes

It is more important that a statement be believable than
that it be true. [7, p. 289]

To what extent news articles fit his observation remains to be
seen, but we have explored the question of what is believable
by investigating how the non-specialist reader may distill
specific information conveyed within long and complex sen-
tences, when providedwith embedded citations asmarkers of
credibility. Since recent empirical studies on health-related
misinformation have exclusively focused on the COVID-19
pandemic, but have not delved into medical misinformation
in general, we chose medical newswire articles for this work.

Medical information is a critically important domain that
warrants deeper investigations into credibility, trust, andmis-
representation of information, especially given that people
often need help evaluating health information [93]. In light
of very difficult readability ofmedical research [90], themere
existence of source is not enough. So we have vetted those
claims against the cited peer-reviewed research and studied if
and to what extent a general reader is able to verify medical
claims propagated in news.

This is the first quantitative work in fact-checking and
argumentmining that investigatesmedical facts at the critical
juncture when they first appear into general public aware-
ness, thereby cutting across two very distinct genres. During
our data collection, we discover not all health-related news
articles provide citations for the claims they propagate.More-
over, we find that even with explicit citations, news articles
may sometimes mislead about medical findings. The techni-
cal core of our work is the development of models capable
of identifying these cases. Due to our choice of domain,
the cross-genre nature of our study, and the fine-grained
annotation, our dataset can be used to study medical misin-
formation in explainable ways distinct from previous “fake
news” benchmarks. Investigating the perception of credibil-
ity by moving beyond easily comprehensible genres is a
key step to help readers become more discerning of medi-
cal claims that would ordinarily be viewed as believable, and
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foster healthy skepticism especially during times of social
unrest and emergencies.
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